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Consortium Establishes Needed Risk Management Practices
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PHILADELPHIA, January 12, 2022 /3BL Media/ - The Risk Management Association (RMA)

announced today that 19 leading banks have formed the RMA Climate Risk Consortium

(“The Consortium”), which will develop standards for banks to integrate climate risk

management throughout their operations, preparing the industry to help economies

transition to a low-carbon future.

“For over a century, RMA has focused on bringing the industry together to overcome

complex problems and difficult times,” RMA President and CEO Nancy Foster said. “With

the world facing the existential challenge of climate change, it’s more important than

ever that banks work together on this issue. With their crucial role in the health of

economies and communities, banks will help drive the environmental transition to a

greener economy, and the RMA Climate Risk Consortium is leading the charge on this

defining issue of our time.”   

The Consortium will advance practices for member banks and the broader industry by

assessing current efforts and developing consistent taxonomy, frameworks, and
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standards for climate risk management. Additionally, the Consortium is engaging with

regulators and other key policy makers to help inform ongoing policy considerations

specific to a changing climate.

The Consortium consists of 19 members to date, including:

Bank of America

Fifth Third Bank

Huntington National Bank

KeyBank

M&T Bank Corp.

MUFG Union Bank

National Bank of Canada

Regions Bank

Royal Bank of Canada

Silicon Valley Bank, and its parent, SVB Financial Group

Truist

U.S. Bank

Wells Fargo

“As a financial institution, it is critical that we manage and mitigate risk related to climate

change. This includes physical risks, transition risks—and opportunities—that will impact

communities, the markets, consumer preferences, and regulations,” said Mary Obasi,

Global Climate Risk Executive, Bank of America, and Chair of the Consortium. “In the

same way that banks played a key role in providing funding to businesses and

communities through the pandemic, financial institutions will continue to be an essential

part of—and play a pivotal role in—the transition to a net zero, more sustainable

economy.”

The RMA Climate Risk Consortium is the latest example of RMA developing leading

practices and standards for banks by fostering industrywide cooperation. RMA’s

Advanced Operational Risk Group facilitates a dialogue with financial services

regulatory agencies and shares industry views on advanced operational risk

measurement and management, including those aspects of CCAR/DFAST. The Securities

Lending Group provides products and services to member institutions involved in agent

lending functions. And RMA’s Model Validation Consortium provides model validation,

peer-sharing, thought leadership, and surveys informing and guiding model risk

management practices industrywide.

About Risk Management Association (RMA)



Founded in 1914, the Risk Management Association is a not-for-profit, member-driven

professional association whose sole purpose is to advance the use of sound risk

management principles in the financial services industry. RMA promotes an enterprise

approach to risk management that focuses on credit risk, market risk, and operational risk.

Headquartered in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, RMA has 1,600 institutional members that

include banks of all sizes as well as nonbank financial institutions. They are represented in

the Association by 26,000 individuals located throughout North America, Europe,

Australia, and Asia/Pacific.
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View additional multimedia and more ESG storytelling from Fifth Third Bancorp on

3blmedia.com
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